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"Nahal" means honey-bee. This name
denotes that as a bee sucks juice from the
fruits and flowers and prepares very
delicious health-giving honey and there
are no side effects whether that honey
keeps lying for centuries. It never gets
rotten or sour. Likewise all reformative
and intel lectual sciences have been
accumulated in this Holy book of Allah,
"The Holy Quran". Which will remain
everlasting, useful and informative till the
end of this world. God Almighty will also
save it till the eternal day.

Important Points

Message of the Messenger
After three thousand years,  the

beloved person of Allah, Muhammad
PBUH comes through the peaks of Faran
and announces, "O' people! Say there is
no god but Allah, you wil l achieve
salvation."
The reaction of the Makkans

There starts a silent cold war among
the Makkans.  When the s logan of
Oneness of Allah is raised, there starts
unwanted, fiercest and cruel reaction and
agitation from the Makkans after passing
through the stages of usual enmity and
hatred. They think that there is only one
way of salvation and survival in protecting
the bel iever r i tua l system of  their
forefathers.
Difference between Messenger of
Allah and Non-believers

The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad

(PBUH) was busy in his sincere well
wishing for the idols-worshipers and
common people .  They darken the
atmosphere and peaceful condition of
Makkah by creating fus, plundering and
irrational objectives and charges. The
beloved Prophet of Allah Almighty recites
the melodious, gentle and sweetie verses
of the Holy Quran time and again. They
add fuel to fire by aggravating the flames
of enmity and hatred but he calls them to
peaceful and blissful life style and fair
dealing. They make undignified remarks
but he overlooks their non parliamentary
criticism and commentary.
Devas tat ing promise  o f  Eternal
torment

This chapter of the Holy Quran was
revealed under these circumstances. Their
was handsome matter/ material of true
guidance for all human beings. With the
h e l p  o f  i n t e r n a l  a n d  e x t e r n a l
environmental argument from this
universe have been presented to answer
and remove all the objections raised by
the infidels regarding. Inspite of all these
strong, rational and forceful arguments
the non-believers have been warned
aga i n s t  c a t a s t r oph i c/dev a s t a t i ng
consequences, if they do not mend their
ways (minds, hearts, characters).

In  the end a l l  those tra i ts  and
character i s t ic  which  are  part  and
parcel/unavoidable preaches of Islam.
This Makki Surah comprises sixteen
Rukus and on hundred and twenty eight
verses.
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Abu Hurairah  reported that once the

Prophet  was asked: "Which is the best
woman?" He  replied: "The one who pleases
him when he looks at her, who obeys him when
he gives her a command and guards her person
and his property if he is absent." (Sunan an-Nasai)
Keywords in Hadith

Which of the woman
Better, best 
She pleases him 
She obeys him
Which he dislikes

Explanation
In this tradition we are told that a good wife

has three main attributes. Firstly, she is a source
of pleasure and comfort to her husband and
always meets him with a cheerful face. Secondly,
she is  very obedient and carr ies out his
commands. Thirdly, she is honest and responsible
and protects his person and his property in his
absence. This is a comprehensive description of a
good wife. That man is most fortunate who has
such a type of wife. In the family unit the wife
plays a pivotal role. A good wife possessing these
qualities can run a beautiful home. She keeps the
husband happy and raises her children nicely.

A good relationship and understanding
between husband and wife have great impact
upon the upbringing of children. A home where
the partners of life have not developed an
understanding and have no respect and love for
each other, turns into a hell. Consequently the
children suffer.

In domestic affairs the wife plays the major
role. If she possesses the qualities mentioned in
the hadith she can make a positive contribution.




Ayesha reported that the Messenger  of

Allah ; said: "make things easy for the people,
do not create difficulties, make them happy and
don't spoil their pleasure, fulfill their needs and
bring them closer. The acts most pleasing to God
are those which are done steadfastly." (Sahih of
Muslim)

Keywords in Hadith
Make (things) easy 
Don't make (things) difficult 
Give good tidings
Don't keep (them) away, don't make
them turn away 
Turn away, fulfill their needs

Explanation
In tradition Rasulullah  advises believers to

make things easy for the people. Do not create
difficulties for them that they may not follow or
practice din i.e. the religion. A da'ei or the
preacher should instil love and hope in them.
Give them good tidings and encourage them to
come closer instead of keeping them away. They
should not infuse and inject in them the hatred
and aversion. Rather they should help them and
fulfill their needs and bring them closer. At the
end, he said that the acts most pleasing to Allah
 are those that are done steadfastly.

Islam is a balanced way of life and does not
put too much burden on its believers. They are
not supposed to perform acts that are out of their
reach and bounds. Religion of Islam does not
demand too much of them.
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Translation

A man came to see the Prophet of Allah
Muhammad (P.B.U.H) and asked to explain
the status/position of man who loves a group
of people (nation) whom he never sees. The
Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) made statement,
"The man will be with that one (at the Day of
Judgment or in Paradise) whom he loves the
best." (Narrated by Bukhari and Muslim)
Reference to the Hadith

This hadith was passed on by Sheikh
Al-Jaleel and my maternal uncle, Mansoor
Rabani Ansari (R.A), who narrated us at the
bank of River Dajla, when he was in his
monastery (shrine), he says that we were
informed by Abu-Tahir Muhammad bin
Hassan Bagala i ,  he says that we were
in fo rmed  by  Abu-Amer  Usman  b in
Muhammad Alaf, he tells that we were told
by Abu-Bakar Ahmed bin Sulaiman (R.A)
while he was dictating us, he says that he was
related from a written script by Yehya bin
Jaffar Abi-Talib (R.A), he says we were
narrated by Muhammad bin Ubaid (R.A), he
narrated from Shafique (R.A) and he (finally)
narrated from Abu-Musa Ashari (R.A).
The Importance of Love

This Hadith strengthesizes the love for
the seers when the intention of love is
accurate and it also brings good news for
those who are attached/ affiliated with them.
It is sound reality that "Deen" is meant the

love and enmity only for the sake of
Almighty Allah. The mystry of the most
sincere love is that the seer of Allah is
superior to every other one in ecstasy and
secret whisperings. 
The Limits of the Worshiper

O' my dear son! Behold that the seer of
Allah is well aware of the intentions of the
other seers and the persistence of his
disciples. Almighty Allah has made His
believers bound for the most sincere and
righteous worshiping. Then He made a list of
all necessary conditions for them to follow,
so that they may not accede the limits of
worshipers and may not proclaim the rank of
the Sustainer at any cost, and they may not
cross the limits of (faqar) contentiousness
and may not enter realm of selflessness/
egotisticism. Allah Almighty says:

15
Translation: "O' people! You all are

dependent to Allah Almighty."
The Secret to come out of The Shell of
Worshiping

He (Almighty Allah) has made a cause for
every happening. So he made truthfulness
and sincerity for the creatures as a source to
come out of traditional worshiping. The Holy
Quran says:

2
Translation: "And he who fears Allah

Almighty, Allah Almighty makes a way for his
salvation."
The Explanation of the Verse of the Holy
Quran

Allah Almighty blesses them alongwith
this worhiping with His pure love, "
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". The love which he has never
imagined from anywhere else. And another
meaning is that, .

Translation: "And he, who fears Allah
Almighty, he keeps himself spare from
inclination to any other else."

Translation: He (Allah Almighty) makes
a sound way for him to come out of the veils
of farther-ness and he bestows upon him His
close attachment and real specter. 

" "
Translation: "From those paths which

were beyond his expectations."
The Recognition of the Righteous Being

Therefore, He Almighty Allah has made
His recognition similar to the recognition of
man's self being. The main argument of this
reality is that:
1. He who got recognition of his self-being

at the stage of worshiping, he affirmed
the recognition of Allah Almighty's rank
as a worshiped One. 

2. He who knows himself well by the dint
of his mortality, he succeeds to know
Allah Almighty with His immortality.

3. He who knows himself by dint of his
blunders/ mistakes and disloyalty, he
succeeds in knowing Allah Almighty with
loyalty and bliss.

4. He who recognizes himself by dint of his
needs. He makes his way on the path of
Allah with restless heart and stumbling
treads.

5. And he who gets awareness of Almighty
Allah as the Lord of everything, his
necessities get lesser before others.

Prophet (P.B.U.H) and the Recognition of
Allah Almighty

It is narrated that the Holy Prophet

(P.B.U.H) made a statement:
1. He who got  recognit ion of Al lah

Almighty, he paid His right. It means he
who got recognition of Allah Almighty
with His rights, he handed himself over
to his Lord.

2. And he who got recognition of Allah
Almighty with His Sustaining-power. He
fulfils the conditions of His adornment.

3. And he who got recognition of Allah
Almighty with His Rewarding-Features,
he put himself into difficulties.

4. And he who made recognition of Allah
Almighty with His being Self-Sufficient,
he made Him his only enough Sustainer/
Sufficient. 

The Message of the Lord
It is narrated that Allah Almighty revealed

a message to Hazrat Dawood (A.S), "He who
got my recognition, he intended to and made
desire for my acquisition/ provision, and he
who got searched Me, got Me; and he who
found Me, he never made any research other
than Me.
Deprivation from Recognition -- 
Deprivation from Submission

Sheikh Abu-Bakar Wasti (R.A) said that
he who made recognition of Allah Almighty
he loved Him. and he who obeyed Him he
throws everyone else out of his heart. And he
who remains deprived of the taste of
obediencey, he is the loser.
The Teachings of Yousaf bin Asbat

Yousaf bin Asbat (R.A) made statement
that he who got close acquaintance with
Allah Almighty but was inclined to someone
else also, in reality he never made a single
bow before Him. and he who got close
attachment with Him and was not contented
with it, Allah Almighty never blesses him
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with contentment. Likewise he who calls
Allah's Name time and again but he keeps
some hidden enemies of Allah in his heart;
actually he has never got real recognition of
Allah Almighty. Surely, he who fears Allah in
every condition, Allah makes him free from
the fear of every thing. He who is attached
with his Lord, he gets away from the creature.
He who demands dignity from this Dignified
Lord, He bestows upon him honour and
dominat ion.  He who is  entangled in
creature's wiles, he gets neither honour nor
self-esteem. He who gets away from all the
means/ factors which lead man to get away
from Allah, he has adopted all sources which
lead man to get attached/ close to Allah
Almighty. He who stays away from all other
worldly attachments, he adopts real affection
with his Lord. The man who affirms the
spiritual taste of his Lord's Name's rosary/
remembrance, secrets of Unknown gets
disclosed for him/ all mysteries are revealed
to him. He who forgets all the worries except
One, Allah Almighty sustains him from all
other worries and troubles. The man who
seeks for his Lord's consent/ he cares for no
others', displeasure. He who feels himself
self-sufficient for going before Him/ bowing
before Him, He opens special path for him in
solitude. He who gets close his Allah,
becomes stranger for others. The man who
desires dignity in both the worlds, he must
develop strong relation with the Lord of both
the worlds. He who does not care for Allah's
consent, he gets away from the right path.
The man who wishes to relish the taste of
Allah's love, he must take draughts of
creature's enmity and jealousy. He who
develops closeness with everything, he is
departed from everything and he who is

inclined heartily to anything else except
Allah, he gets nothing from Him.
Saying of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H)

The Messenger of Allah (P.B.U.H) said,
He who gets up early in the morning with
remembrance of others than Allah, he gets
nothing from Allah.
Allah's Argument

Allah Almighty revealed in one of His
book, "he who loves Me, I love him and he
who demands anything from Me, I bestows
upon him my blessings. He who shows
affection for Me, I show My affection for
him, and he who is contented with My
offerings, I and al l My belongings are
bestowed upon him. Behold, he who seeks
Me, finds Me. He who sleeps for other than
Me, he never gets Me.
Various Methods to Achieve Allah's
Recognition

It is said that Allah says he who tries to
seek Me through his repentance, he find Me
in his redemption. He who seeks Me by
thanks of My blessings, he finds Me with My
more blessings. He who seeks Me in his
prayers, he finds Me in his redemption. He
who seeks Me in his contentment, he finds
Me in his contentment. He who seeks My
company, will find Me nearer. He who seeks
Me in love, finds Me in My recognition. He
who has the quest to find Me whole heartedly
will be cherished by My sight.
The Benefits of Contentment

Someone has said the man who lives for
Allah Almighty. It means who remains busy
in Allah's… Allah Himself takes care of his
affairs. He who remembers Allah Almighty,
He remembers him. He who loves Allah
Almighty, Allah Almighty loves him. He who
pleases Allah's Will Allah pleases his will. 
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101
Translation: "And he who strengthens

his relation/ link with Allah Almighty he was
surely set on the right path."

Allah Almighty says, he who likes Allah's
meeting Allah likes his meeting. One of
Saint's wise sayings is this that the man who
is involved in any of creature's affairs, he
would be hard on them. And he who is
contented for what he has given he finds rest
from many jobs and he who is greedy for this
world he gets away from Allah Almighty. He
who tears of courtesy's curtain, even the
highest skies can not cover him. He who
keeps in mind the end of all affairs, he stays
away from worldly problems. He who is not
contented faces great grieves. He who uses
courtesy sword kills all the problems. The
man who lives/ remains happy can not live
forever. He who does not believe his toungal,
fales destruction.

He who does not recognizes his loss he
can not recognize his benefit as well, too. He
who avoids bad people and sinner's company,
Allah blesses him with pious people's
company. He who seeks honour without the
right given by Allah, he degrades himself. He
who wastes the sowing tie, will find nothing
in harvesting days. He who believes in other
than Allah Almighty, He puts him into
punishment through the very source. He who
bel ieves that  Al lah Almighty can do
everything to the end, Allah Almighty
becomes the perfect Supervisor for him and
he succeeds to find all the ways to goodness.
He who is able enough to taste the sweetness
of Divine whispers forgets the bitterness of
all troubles.
Three Wills of the Pious-Followers

It is said that, the pious people among the

followers used to advise one another in these
three sentences:
1. He whose action are for the Here-after,

Allah Almighty is enough for his worldly
tasks.

2. The man who becomes pious in his
hidden practices, Allah Almighty purifies
his apparent practices.

3. Who reforms his Divine duties, Allah
Almighty corrects his affairs with the
creature:

Translation: If the pious one is just
internally and externally, he is honored in
both of the worlds and deserved admiration.
If he is afraid of the disclose-ness of his inner
thoughts he will just get problems and
tiredness.

In another verse there is:

Translation: The man who desires to
earn the honor with the grace of his Creator,
really achieves sublimity, and one who desires
to earn the honor through other than Allah
Almighty, degrades himself. He is weakened
by his worldly master in his worshiping
although he could get his desires fulfilled just
by bowing himself once before Allah
Almighty.

72 
Translation: "And he who is blind (deaf

and dumb) to goodness in this world will find
nothing in the Hereafter except blindness."
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WHAT DO THE MOON
AND THE OCEANS TELL?

From an average distance of 270,000
miles above the earth, the moon performs a
daily service of pushing and pulling the
waters of oceans, causing ebbs and tides. This
is achieved as the result of a complex
arrangement of the changing distance of the
moon on its orbit around the earth brought
about by the axial rotation of earth around
itself. Water in the oceans on earth is pulled
by the gravity of the moon. This is called tide.
When water is pulled up on one side, a
depression is created on the opposite side,
called ebb. This constant movement of
oceans enriches the waters with oxygen and
provides sustenance for life within them. It
also cleans the harbours, river deltas and
seashores by taking the polluted waters to
deeper levels. Without this auto-cleaning and
washing system oceans would not have been
able to support marine life for long. The
distance between the earth and the moon is
also crucial. Was this lesser, water would have
rushed over land, had it been more, tides
would have been insufficient. 

Did the moon on its own decide this role
for itself in sympathy of the oceans for the
sake of boosting biological life in them? OR
the earth asked moon for this favour?

Still No GOD?
Seawater is salty to a measured level. This

salinity has been maintained within limits
over the last three billion years since life
began in oceans, to the level necessary for
marine life. It makes it easier for them to
swim, and also, after dying it disposes of
them without smelling foul.

Who established this salt balance to
sustain biological life? 

Look into the streams of sweet and saline
water flowing side by side in the seas. There
are aquifers of sweet and saline water under
the surface of earth as well. At places these
waters are joined together, yet they do not
mix. 

Who mainta ins this  hydro barr ier
between them to keep them apart? Just an
accident? Do you believe so?

THINK OVER THE EARTH 

Earth is unique in all respects. It is the
only habitable planet in the solar system. This
is due to its very special position in the solar
system that causes a mild climate suitable for
life. 

The earth revolves around the sun and at
the same time it also rotates around itself on
its axis. In its motion it also spins like a top.
If the axes of the earth were at right angles to
the path of the earth around the sun, all the
days of the year would have been of equal
length. This would not have been as good for
mankind. In order to create a variety of
seasons in a year, the earth is tilted at an angle
of 67.5° on its path around the sun. Thus in
June, the northern hemisphere is tilted
towards the sun and it  receives more
sunshine during the day. This brings summer,
as also winter, spring and autumn during the
different periods of the tilt with respect to
the sun. 

Our survival on earth depends upon this
comfortable weather pattern and the regular
cycle of day and night. Imagine, if it were not
like that, could life have bee possible?

Who determined and tilted the earth for
us at precisely 67½ degrees at its orbit around
sun? Who had fixed an elliptical orbit for it
instead of a circular one in order to produce
variations in seasons on it? Who maintain it
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so precisely?
Who had made it rotate on its own axis

once in 24 hours to produce the cycle of day
and night?

Did the earth decide all this by itself and
then integrated them into a living system? 

Still no GOD?
The inner core of earth is made of molten

iron which is the cause of the massive electric
currents in it This in turn is responsible for
lightning in the clouds that converts free
nitrogen into nitrous oxide, necessary for the
growth of food and flora. Moreover, this
feature a lso a l lowed the invention of
magnetic compass, which in turn contributed
to the invention of submarines, aircrafts
among others by helping to orient and track
their paths and destinations. What a design!
Who did it?

The same magnetism causes a very strong
protective cover of ionosphere over earth,
which shields life on it from the harmful
radiations from outer space. Moreover, it
reflects radio waves back to earth allowing
long distant radio communication possible.
Imagine the consequences if earth was not
made like that! Will you still deny the favours
of the supreme Creator who did all this for
you?

Still doubt GOD?

THE WORLD AROUND
YOU!

The earth's original atmosphere contained
poisonous gases. The lack of oxygen meant
that animals or plants could not have
survived. Along came the algae, the plant-like
bacteria, which release oxygen through the
process of photosynthesis. Thus, gradually
the atmosphere was made fit for life to
appear on earth. 

Each plant that grows on earth is directly
beneficial for us. These are factories made to
receive solar energy, and convert it into food

for us to eat, and grow the wood for us to
burn. They suck carbon dioxide from the air,
retain one atom of carbon and in return give
out two atoms of oxygen back to the
environment. 

Who programmed all this, the oceans or
the algae? If your answer is 'evolution', then
who guided evolution to evolve things in the
way that was necessary?

MESSAGE OF CARBON 

Our body is primarily made of carbon.
How did this basic building block of life
come into existence?  Science has now
discovered that carbon atoms in your bodies
were formed in some remote star by a very
special process. When three atoms of helium
are fused together at ultra high temperature
and pressure, one atom of carbon is formed.
It is further discovered that fusion reaction is
made possible by precisely determined
resonance of helium atoms at a special
frequency. Had there been even a minute
mismatch in the mutual resonance of these
elements, they would not have joined
together to make the elements of your body.
Consequently, no energy, no higher elements,
no plants, no animals, no humans would have
existed. 

Who masterminded this grand design of
creation? Who fixed for helium the special
frequency of resonance to make the fusion of
elements possible? Who maintains these ultra
precise conditions even fifteen billion years
later?

Did helium think of that itself? Did
carbon ask for it? 

Will you still not believe in the supreme
Creator and thank Him for all that He has
done for you?

Still no GOD?
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